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Abstract—this paper presents a generalized switching function
model of the modular multilevel converter (MMC) that can be
used instead of MMC electromagnetic transient simulation model
for full-scale simulations of high-voltage dc (HVDC) and flexible
ac transmission systems (FACTS). The proposed method is
computationally more efficient and numerically stable than its
electromagnetic transient simulation counterpart, and it is
applicable for wide range of studies, including ac and dc network
faults. The proposed switching function model is packaged in a
graphical form to suit various simulation platforms such as
Simulink and PSCAD. The validity of the presented model is
confirmed using simulation and its scalability has been
demonstrated on MMC with 301 cells per arm, considering
power reversal during normal operation and dc short circuit
fault.
Key words—electromagnetic transient simulation model; modular
multilevel converter; high-voltage dc transmission systems; and
switching function model.

severe cases such as ac and dc network faults are not
considered.
This paper presents a simple and generic MMC switching
function model suitable for wide range of studies, including ac
and dc network fault. The presented MMC model is faster and
computationally more efficient compared to MMC EMT
models discussed in [10, 16, 17], as no matrices to be
computed, and all numerical operations needed are collapsed
to simple integrations, multiplications and additions. The
validity of the presented model is demonstrated on full-scale
model of MMC based HVDC converter stations, with 301
cells per arms, considering the cases of power reversal and dc
fault. The presented model is validated against detailed switch
model (where the power circuit is built using diode and
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) from SIMPOWER
Power Electronics Library of SIMULINK-MATLAB).
II. GENERALISED SWITCHING FUNCTION MODEL OF MODULAR

I. INTRODUCTION
The increased uses of MMCs in voltage source converter
based high-voltage dc (VSC-HVDC) transmission systems in
recent years have made full-scale simulation of large ac/dc
network increasingly challenging [1-9]. These have
encouraged development of several MMC dynamic models
that can be used for wide range of studies [1, 5, 10-20].
Amongst these models, MMC electromagnetic transient
(EMT) simulation model discussed in [10, 16, 17] provides a
viable way to simulate full-scale HVDC links that employ
MMC with hundreds of cells per arm. References [10, 21]
have demonstrated that the MMC EMT model can match its
detailed switching counterpart in term of accuracy to
microscopic levels, including during ac and dc network faults.
However, high processing power demand of MMC EMT
model may restrict its applications to detailed simulation
studies such as protection and sizing of the converter active
and passive components. MMC average models in [1, 5, 7, 13]
are applicable for various dynamic studies, especially, in large
power systems. References [14, 22] presented MMC switching
function model that can be used for various state-state and
dynamic studies and its experimental validation. Because the
MMC models developed in [14, 22] rely on the use of
complex state space equations, their generalization to MMC
with N cells per arm are expected to be challenging and
computationally inefficient due to large number of time
variant matrices and differential equations to be solved. Also,

MULTILEVEL CONVERTER

Fig. 1(a) shows one-phase leg of the modular multilevel
converter with N cells per arm. Its proper operation requires
the average voltage stress across each cell capacitor and
switching must be maintained around Vdc/N. For phase ‘a’, the
output phase voltage ‘vao’ can be expressed in terms of upper
arm cell capacitor voltages and positive pole-to-ground or
lower arm cell capacitor voltages and negative pole-to-ground
as:
N
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Where, ia1 and ia2 are the upper and lower arm currents; Vdc is
the pole-to-pole dc voltage; and Rd and Ld are resistance and
inductance of the upper and lower arm reactors. The voltage
across each arbitrary cell capacitor from the upper or lower
arms of phase ‘a’ for example can be expressed using
switching function as:
Upper arm:
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The cell capacitor currents of the upper and lower are
icj (t ) = (1 − Suj ) ia1 (t ) and icj (t ) = (1 − Slj ) ia 2 (t ) . Equations (1) to (4)
can be repackaged to form graphical representation of the

MMC in Fig. 1(b); where, Suj and Slj represent the switch state
of the main switch Saj of the jth cell from the upper and lower
arms; and j is a natural number that varies from 1 to N. To
mimic the typical MMC behaviour during dc faults, the backto-back IGBTs are incorporated in each arm, with SA1 is kept
permanently off while SA2 is kept on during normal operation
and turned off during dc fault. Alternatively, the enhanced cell
arrangement proposed in [21] can be adopted. Notice that the
use of switched resistors in electromagnetic transient
simulation approach discussed in [2, 10, 16, 17, 21] may lead
to so called ill conductance matrices, which are difficult to
invert and can cause numerical instability is some situation
when explicitly defined fixed step trapezoidal integration
.

method is used. Whilst the proposed switching function model
does not require computation of matrix inverse at each time
step, with its switching states vary between 1 and 0, instead of
switched resistors in electromagnetic transient simulation
model that vary between 106Ω and 1-6Ω. This makes the
proposed switching function approach much numerically
efficient and faster than its equivalent electromagnetic
transient simulation model discussed in [2, 10, 16, 17, 21].
Therefore, the proposed MMC switching function model is
expected to be attractive for detailed full-scale simulations of
point-to-point and multi-terminal HVDC transmission
systems.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1: (a) Generic representation of one-phase-leg of modular multilevel converter, and (b) graphical representation of generic MMC switching function model
being proposed

III. OPEN LOOP DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
A) Validation
This section validates the presented MMC switching function
model against detailed switch model, considering the case of
MMC with 21 cells per arm. Simulation results obtained from
detailed switch model are superimposed on that obtained from
the presented switching function model. In this validation,
MMC input dc link voltage Vdc=640kV; modulation index
m=0.8; arm inductance Ld=30mH; arm reactor internal
resistance and total on-state resistance of the switching devices
in each arm are lumped together in Rd=0.25Ω; cell capacitance

Cm=2mF; and load resistance and inductance are 232.5Ω and
50mH per phase. Observe that all the selected waveforms in
Fig. 2 obtained from both models are in full agreement to
microscopic levels, including that for the phase output voltage,
three-phase load currents, upper and lower arm currents and
cell capacitor voltages. The validity of the presented switching
function model is further confirmed by the percentage errors
measured relative to detailed switch model plotted in Fig. 2 (e)
to (g). Although Fig. 2 (g) displays larger instantaneous error,
the average error is virtually zero.

B) Scalability
To demonstrate the scalability, simplicity and effectiveness of
the presented MMC switching model as number of cells per
arm increases, selected waveforms obtained from open loop
operation of half-bridge MMC with 51 cells per arm are
presented in Fig. 3. In this demonstration, all the MMC
parameters remain the same as that in subsection (A), except
the cell capacitance is increased to, Cm=5mF. Observe that the
phase voltage (vao), three-phase load currents (ia, ib and ic),
upper and lower arm currents (ia1 and ia2), and cell capacitor
voltages in Fig. 3 are in line with that in Fig. 2, except the
traces for the cell capacitor voltages as the number of cells per
arm has changed. Notice that these results are achieved
without any compromise to the accuracy compared to detailed
switch and electromagnetic transient simulation models
discussed in [10, 12, 17].
IV. FULL-SCALE SIMULATIONS
Fig. 4 shows a full-scale model of VSC-HVDC converter
station that employs MMC with 301 cells per arm, with
parameters listed in Table 1. The converter station in Fig. 4 is
equipped with active and reactive power controller, inner
current controller in d-q, and resonant controller for
suppression of the 2nd harmonic currents in the MMC arms,
and with modulator that uses amplitude modulation and
Marquardt cell capacitor voltage balancing in the most inner
loop. The power circuit is modelled using generalized
switching function presented in Fig. 1(b).

(c)

(a)

Output phase voltage (Vao, detailed switch superimposed on
switching function)

(b)

Three-phase load currents (detailed switch superimposed on
switching function)

Samples of upper and lower arm currents ( phase a, detailed switch
superimposed on switching function)

(d)

Cell capacitor voltages ( phase a, detailed switch superimposed on
switching function)

(e)

Percentage error in the three-phase output currents (detailed switch
versus switching function)

(f)

Percentage error in the arm upper and lower arm currents (detailed
switch versus switching function)

Percentage error in the phase output voltage (detailed switch versus
switching function)
Fig. 2: Validation of the presented switching function model against detailed
switch model
(g)

a)

Phase voltage (vao) measured relative supply mid-point

b)

Three-phase load currents

plots for the switching device currents in Fig. 5 (e) and (f)
show that the presented switching function model of the MMC
being studied in this paper, is able to reproduce the current in
MMC switching devices as in its detailed switching model and
electromagnetic transient simulation equivalent[10]

c)

Sample of the upper and lower arm currents

d) Cell capacitor voltages
Fig. 3: Waveforms illustrate the ability of the proposed model to reproduce
the typical behaviour of half-bridge MMC during open loop (Vdc=640kV,
modulation incex=0.8, number of cells per arm=51)

A) Normal operation
Fig. 5 shows simulation results obtained when converter
station in Fig. 4 is initially commanded to inject 841MW with
unity power factor into point of common coupling (PCC1) at
ac system 1, and at t=0.8s, the power flow is reversed to 841MW. Fig. 5(a) shows the MMC1 presents a pure sinusoidal
pre-filter ac voltage to low-voltage windings of its interfacing
transformer as expected due to large number of cells per arms.
Fig. 5(b) and (c) display active and reactive power MMC1
exchanges with the ac system 1 at PCC1 and corresponding
arm currents. Observe that the 2nd harmonic current in each
arm is successfully suppressed, and dc component of each arm
current is varying with the magnitude and direction of the
active power MMC1 exchanges with PCC1 (which is in line
with the results shown in [10], using electromagnetic transient
model). Fig. 5(d) shows that the MMC1 cell capacitor voltages
are tightly regulated around 2.1kVas anticipated. Besides, the

Table 1: Summary of system parameters
Converter rating
1052MW
Rated active power
1000MW
Rated dc operating voltage
±320kV
Rated ac voltage
300kV
Number of cells per arm
301
Rated voltage per cell
2.126kV
Cell capacitance (Cm)
10mF
Inductance of arm reactor
15mH
Resistance of arm reactor
0.5Ω
Interfacing transformer rated power
1052MVA
Interfacing transformer voltage ratio
300kV/400kV
Interfacing transformer leakage inductance 0.2pu

B) DC fault
To examine the suitability of the presented generic MMC
switching function model for dc fault studies, the HVDC
converter station in Fig. 4 is subjected to a permanent pole-topole dc fault at t=1s, and gating signals to its switching
devices are blocked immediately. Selected results obtained
from the dc fault test stated above are displayed in Fig. 6.
Plots for the converter station output currents, upper and lower
arm currents (phase a) and switching devices currents
(switches Sa1 and Sx1 of the first cell in the upper arm of phase
a) in Fig. 6 (a), (b), (d) and (e) have shown that the presented
switching function model is able to reproduce the typical
behaviour of MMC during dc faults as detailed switch
equivalent, including conduction of the switching devices
when their gating signals are blocked. Fig. 6 (c) shows that
the cell capacitor voltages remain flat as expected when
converter switched are blocked during dc fault as diodes of the
auxiliary switches that in series with cell capacitors tend to
prevent the current flow from the ac side toward dc side
through the cell capacitors, see Fig. 6 (e).

Fig. 4: Illustrate test system used to validate the proposed MMC switching function model

(a)

(c)

Phase voltage measured at converter terminal

(b)

Active and reactive power converter station exchanges with ac
network at PCC1

Samples of the upper and lower arm currents (ia1 and ia2 of phase a)
(d)

Samples of cell capacitor voltages (10 first capacitor voltages from
upper and lower arms of phase a)

Sample of current waveform in switch Sa1 (first cell of phase a
(f) Sample of current waveform in switch Sx1 (first cell of phase a
upper arm)
upper arm)
Fig. 5: Waveforms illustrating the capabilities of the proposed switching function based MMC model in capturing detailed behaviour of MMC during normal
operation
(e)

(a)

(c)

Current waveforms MMC1 injects into PCC1

Samples of cell capacitor voltages (10 first capacitor voltages
from upper and lower arms of phase a)

(b)

(d)

Samples of the upper and lower arm currents (ia1 and ia2 of phase
a)

Sample of current waveform in switch Sa1 (first cell of phase a
upper arm)

(e) Sample of current waveform in switch Sx1 (first cell of phase a upper arm)
Fig. 6: Waveforms illustrating the capabilities of the proposed switching function based MMC model in capturing detailed behaviour of MMC during dc fault

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a generic switching function model for
the half-bridge modular multilevel converter that can be used
instead of detailed switched and electromagnetic transient
simulation models when simulating full-scale HVDC
transmission systems, with hundreds of cells per arm. The
presented model has validated against switching model and its
viability has been demonstrated in open and closed loop
operations, including its scalability. Simulation studies
presented in this paper have shown that the presented MMC
model is able to capture detailed behaviour of the typical
modular multilevel converter to microscopic levels.
Furthermore, the presented MMC model is numerically stable
and computational efficient compared to its EMT counterpart.
The same modelling approach can be extended to full-bridge
MMC and other hybrid multilevel converters.
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